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Abstract
A commonplace observation in humans is that close genetic relatives tend to avoid one another as sexual partners. Despite
the growing psychological research on how antierotic attitudes develop toward relatives, few studies have focused on actual
behavior. One prediction, stemming from parental investment theory, is that women should be more vigilant of reproductioncompromising behaviors, such as inbreeding, during times of peak fertility than during times of low fertility. Indeed, females
of other species avoid interactions with male kin when fertile—but the corollary behavior in humans has yet to be explored.
Here we fill this gap. Using duration and frequency of cell-phone calls, an objective behavioral measure that reflects motivations
to interact socially, we show that women selectively avoid interactions with their fathers during peak fertility. Avoidance
specifically targeted fathers, which rules out alternative explanations. These data suggest that psychological mechanisms
underlying mating psychology regulate sexual avoidance behaviors, and in women they fluctuate according to fertility status.
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Until recently, scientists assumed that estrus, a phase of fertile
sexuality in females, had been lost in humans (Gangestad &
Thornhill, 2008; Haselton & Gildersleeve, in press). However,
a growing body of literature documents that over the course of
the menstrual cycle, women display shifts in mating preferences toward partners with characteristics conferring reproductive benefits. During periods of high fertility, women
prefer more masculine faces (Johnston, Hagel, Franklin, Fink,
& Grammer, 2001; Penton-Voak et al., 1999), more masculine
voices (Puts, 2005), the scent of more symmetrical men
(Gangestad & Thornhill, 1998), and men displaying more
dominant and intrasexually competitive behaviors (Gangestad,
Simpson, Cousins, Garver-Apgar, & Christensen, 2004).
In addition to producing shifts in preferences for reproductionenhancing attributes, natural selection should have engineered
mate-choice mechanisms to avoid partners with reproductioncompromising traits, especially when conception risk is high.
One trait to avoid is genetic relatedness. Offspring of related
individuals run the risk of reduced health and survivability
because of the increased probability of expressing deleterious
recessive mutations and complications associated with disease-causing organisms (Bittles & Neel, 1994; Ilmonen et al.,
2008; Tooby, 1982). This is why evolution is thought to have
shaped inbreeding avoidance mechanisms in many species,

including humans (Clutton-Brock, 1989; Lieberman, Tooby,
& Cosmides, 2007).
The functional design of inbreeding avoidance mechanisms
should reflect the costs of different mating decisions. The
genetic relatedness of potential mates and the magnitude of
investment in offspring are two dimensions that contribute to
these costs (Haig, 1999). Another dimension is conception
risk. In many species, females are fertile for a short window of
time. Given their generally high levels of parental investment
(Trivers, 1972), females should show heightened sensitivity
toward potentially costly sexual behaviors, such as inbreeding,
especially during periods of peak fertility. In support of this
prediction, studies have shown that nonhuman females from a
variety of species avoid male kin during estrus (cats: Ishida,
Yahara, Kasuya, & Yamane, 2001; horses: Monard, Duncan,
& Boy, 1996; voles: Boyd & Blaustein, 1985; mice: Winn &
Vestal, 1986). In humans, women report greater disgust toward
biologically costly sexual behaviors (e.g., incest and bestiality) during periods of high fertility (Fessler & Navarrete,
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2003), but what is not known is whether these attitudes translate into manifest behavior. Do women, like females of other
species, show evidence of behavioral avoidance of male kin
during peak fertility?
Unlike nonhuman animals, humans cannot be enclosed in a
limited space and continuously videotaped to measure the frequency and duration of their interactions. Instead, we measured social interactions via one medium thought to reflect, in
part, underlying motivations to associate: the cell phone. We
predicted that, through the noise of individual habits and dayto-day changes in circumstances, we would observe evidence
that women avoid male kin during periods of high fertility. We
selected fathers as the male kin of interest for two reasons:
First, most women in our sample were in touch with their
fathers, and second, most women in our sample were in touch
with their mothers, which allowed us to test the selectivity of
avoidance and rule out alternative hypotheses.
Using the number and duration of incoming and outgoing
calls to mothers and fathers as dependent measures, we tested
four predictions. First, we predicted that there would be an
interactive effect of fertility status (high vs. low fertility) and
kin type (father vs. mother) on the number and duration of
outgoing calls. Specifically, we predicted that during periods
of high fertility, as compared with periods of low fertility,
women would interact less with their fathers than with their
mothers, as evidenced by fewer outgoing calls and calls of
shorter duration. Second, we expected that any observed
avoidance behavior during peak fertility would selectively target fathers and not mothers. Third, we did not expect there to
be any effect of fertility status, nor any interactive effect of
fertility status and kin type, on the number of calls initiated by
parents (i.e., incoming calls). However, our last prediction was
that we expected to see an effect of fertility status on the duration of incoming calls, with calls from fathers being shorter
when daughters were fertile than when they were not. With
these predictions in mind, we designed the following study.

participant, as well as the degree of closeness the participant
felt toward the contact (on a scale from 1, not at all close, to 5,
extremely close). Three participants were omitted from the
study because they provided incomplete information. Analyses focused on the data from the remaining 48 participants, of
whom 31 listed separate calls with their mother and father during the billing period, 14 listed calls only with their mother,
and 3 listed calls only with their father.
Participants reported their menstrual onset dates surrounding the time period captured in their phone bill (phone bills
covered 29–31 days). This information included menstrual
onset dates for the 2 months prior to the commencement of the
study and up to 3 subsequent menstrual onset dates. (Participants were involved in a separate longitudinal study that
enabled researchers to maintain contact with participants and
to collect these data.) We identified each participant’s first
menstrual onset date following the last day of her phone bill.
Following the method used in earlier studies (e.g., Gangestad
& Thornhill, 1998; Haselton & Gangestad, 2006), we counted
backward from this date to identify high-fertility days (15–19
days prior to menstrual onset) and low-fertility days (4–12
days prior to menstrual onset) within the billing period (Wilcox,
Dunson, Weinberg, Trussell, & Baird, 2001). The backwardcounting method is preferred over forward counting because of
greater variation in the length of the follicular phase compared
with the luteal phase (Baird et al., 1995; Fehring, Schneider, &
Raviele, 2006). Because the billing cycles were independent
of participants’ menstrual cycles, there was variation in the total
number of high- and low-fertility days captured across participants’ phone bills (average number of high-fertility days =
5.23; average number of low-fertility days = 9.54). Statistical
analyses described in the next section controlled for this variation. In all, our data captured a total of 921 phone calls (total
of 4,186 min) made to and from participants’ fathers and mothers during low- and high- fertility days.

Data analyses

Method
Participants
Fifty-one normally ovulating women (mean age = 19.0 years)
were recruited from the University of California, Los Angeles
(UCLA). Participants received either payment or class credit
for their participation. This study was reviewed and approved
by the UCLA Institutional Review Board.

Materials and procedure
Participants provided their most recent itemized cell-phone
bill. For all incoming and outgoing calls, participants identified by initials the person to which each phone number
belonged. All other identifying information was then removed
from the phone bill. On a separate form, each participant
reported each contact’s sex, age, and relationship to the

Multilevel analyses treated each day and each dyad (fatherdaughter or mother-daughter) as a separate observation. This
allowed us to compare fertility effects on father-daughter
dyads and mother-daughter dyads even though not all participants reported communication with both their father and their
mother. That is, analyses were not strictly within subjects;
rather, they compared patterns observed among father-daughter
dyads with patterns observed among mother-daughter dyads.
This method also allowed us to use data from all qualifying
high- and low-fertility days within each participant’s phonebill cycle while controlling for the variation in the number of
high- and low-fertility days observed and for the total number
of days observed across participants. We used a multilevel
mixed-effects Poisson regression model to test our predictions, as this model controlled for the interdependence of multiple observations (multiple days of calls) within each dyad
and the interdependence of multiple dyads (father-daughter
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and mother-daughter) for each participant. This analysis was
also robust to nonnormally distributed count variables, such as
the number of calls made in a day. Degree of closeness to the
parent was a covariate in all analyses. Analyses were conducted in Stata 10 (Rabe-Hesketh & Skrondal, 2008).

Results
As shown in Figure 1, we found the predicted interaction
between fertility status and kin type, for both the average number (z = 5.34, p < .001; Fig. 1a) and the duration (z = 9.35, p <
.001; Fig. 1b) of calls participants made per day (i.e., outgoing
calls). During periods of high fertility, women called their
fathers significantly less often than their mothers (z = −4.29,
p < .001) and talked for fewer minutes with their fathers than
with their mothers (z = −7.66, p < .001). This pattern was not
found during periods of low fertility. This interaction was also
significant when we used average minutes per call as a dependent measure (z = 2.56, p = .011). These effects held after controlling for the closeness of the relationship and the interaction
between closeness and fertility status. It is important to note
that this finding is not a result of fertile women making fewer
calls to parents in general, as women did not show a reduction
in calling behavior to their mothers during high-fertility
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periods. Thus, behavioral avoidance during peak fertility
appears to selectively target fathers.
What about the calling behavior of parents? Inbreeding
avoidance mechanisms in daughters should not affect the
number of calls received from parents. Indeed, there was no
main effect of fertility on the number of calls participants
received from parents in general, nor any difference between
the number of calls they received during high fertility versus
low fertility from either their mothers or their fathers.
Whereas daughters do not have control over how often
their parents might call, they do have a say in the duration of
these calls. If women have psychological adaptations to
avoid their fathers during periods of high fertility, then this
should be manifest in the amount of time women remain on
the phone when their fathers call. Indeed, our data show that
women spent significantly less total time on calls from their
fathers during high-fertility days (M = 0.74 min per day,
SE = 0.30) than during low-fertility days (M = 1.16 min per
day, SE = 0.42; z = −4.34, p < .001). Women also spent significantly fewer minutes per call on calls received from their
fathers on high-fertility days (M = 4.69, SE = 1.33) than on
low-fertility days (M = 5.08, SE = 0.93; z = −3.15, p = .002).
Although our data also show that women spent less time on
calls received from their mothers on high-fertility days
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Fig. 1. Effect of fertility status and kin type on participants’ outgoing calls to their mothers and fathers. The graphs present (a) the average number of
calls per day and (b) the average total duration of calls per day as a function of fertility (high vs. low) and kin type (father vs. mother). Error bars represent
standard errors.
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compared with low-fertility days (z = −2.91, p = .004), the
effect of fertility was more pronounced for calls from fathers
(z = 1.71, p = .087). Furthermore, in contrast to the pattern
observed for calls from fathers, there was no effect of fertility status on the number of minutes per call for the calls
received from mothers.

Discussion
These data provide the first behavioral evidence that women
selectively avoid male kin during periods of peak fertility. The
reduction in participants’ mean number and duration of calls to
their fathers during periods of high fertility was coupled with a
decrease in variation for both measures—number of calls:
F(1, 464) = 4.83, p = .028; call duration: F(1, 464) = 2.95, p =
.086 (Levene-Brown-Forsythe test for equality of variances).
This decrease in variance was not observed for mothers (ps = .12
and .32, respectively), which points to the operation of a finely
tuned system for reducing affiliation. These data complement
prior evidence showing the selective enhancement of sexual disgust during peak fertility (Fessler & Navarrete, 2003) and suggest
that mechanisms that reduce the occurrence of reproductioncompromising sexual behaviors—such as inbreeding—regulate
actual behavior as well as self-reported attitudes.
Our data raise a number of questions and call attention to
larger conceptual issues relating to kinship and sexual psychology. One question raised by these data is whether the pattern of social interactions between daughters and their fathers
is the functional output of inbreeding avoidance mechanisms
or a by-product of other psychological mechanisms involved
in mating. For instance, as Figure 1 suggests, women might
not be avoiding their fathers so much as preferring their mothers during periods of peak fertility. To the extent that females
increase behaviors and preferences associated with selecting a
high-quality mate during peak fertility, daughters might call their
mothers more often during peak fertility to discuss relationshiprelevant events. As a by-product, this would leave less time for
women to talk to their fathers. Two strands of evidence suggest that this simple by-product explanation cannot account
for the observed reduction in women’s affiliation with their
fathers during periods of high fertility.
First, if more time on the phone with mothers during periods of peak fertility leaves less time to talk to fathers, there
should be a significant negative correlation between the number of calls to mothers and the number of calls to fathers, as
well as a significant negative correlation between the duration
of calls to mothers and the duration of calls to fathers. However, we did not observe such negative correlations (ps = .49
and .38, respectively). Thus, calling patterns to fathers cannot
be explained by a zero-sum relationship between talk time
with mothers versus talk time with fathers.
Second, only women who reported being close to their
mother increased the number (z = 2.55, p = .011) and duration
(z = 7.39, p < .001) of calls to their mother during periods of
high fertility. However, closeness did not explain the reduction

in calling behavior to fathers: Women reduced their calling
behavior to fathers on high-fertility days regardless of how
close they felt to their fathers. Thus, the variable that accounts
for the increase in calling behavior to mothers does not account
for the decrease in calling behavior to fathers, a pattern that
militates against a simple by-product explanation.
We suspect our data reveal the operation of two different
systems: one motivating females to avoid their fathers during
periods of high fertility regardless of how close the relationship is and one motivating women to become more interested
in high-quality mates, an interest that becomes manifest in a
desire to discuss relationship events with close (non-male-kin)
associates, whether mothers or friends.
Another question raised by these data is whether females
avoid contact with their fathers not because of the costs of
inbreeding, but because they want to avoid paternal efforts to
control their social and sexual behavior. Although we cannot
completely rule out this possibility, the pattern of calls
observed for mothers provides evidence against the avoidance of daughter guarding. Historically and cross-culturally,
mothers (in addition to fathers) are guardians of daughters’
sexuality, directly exerting control over daughters’ sexual
decisions (Fox, 1980; Goddard, 1987). If daughters were
avoiding parental control during high-fertility days, then we
should have found evidence of mother avoidance during
periods of high fertility—but we did not. In addition, our
findings are consistent with inbreeding avoidance patterns
observed across mammalian species. Given the similar costs
associated with inbreeding for women and for females of
other species, it is likely that these cross-species patterns
reflect systems for avoiding male kin during periods of high
fertility. Of course, additional research is required to further
test this claim.
To the extent that our data reflect the operation of inbreeding avoidance mechanisms, we expect the pattern we observed
for parents to hold for siblings (brothers vs. sisters) and possibly for extended kin (e.g., uncles vs. aunts). This is because
women should show heightened sensitivity to interactions that
potentially jeopardize reproduction, especially during peak
fertility. Furthermore, fertility-mediated avoidance should be
observable using more direct behavioral measures, such as
rates of face-to-face communication and dispersal patterns
(e.g., distance traveled from home). Cell-phone records were a
good index of association for our sample because subjects had
limited face-to-face interactions with family during the school
year; such records might not be as useful in contexts where
women remain in close proximity to family.
In closing, this study calls attention to the intersection
between kinship and sexual psychology, highlighting possible
inbreeding avoidance behaviors in women. Despite the powerful connections documented in other mammals, kinship and its
relation to sexual psychology has been a neglected area of
research among humans (Daly, Salmon, & Wilson, 1997). For
instance, only recently have researchers started to investigate
how people categorize other individuals according to genetic
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relatedness, an ability required for inbreeding avoidance
(Lieberman, Tooby, & Cosmides, 2007). There is also relatively little known about how different contexts affect the
undesirability of genetic relatives as sexual partners (e.g.,
Haig, 1999) and how personal sexual aversions might translate
into cultural sanctions such as incest taboos (e.g., Fessler &
Navarrete, 2004; Lieberman, Tooby, & Cosmides, 2003,
2007). Moreover, whereas there has recently been much work
on shifts in the qualities women desire in mates near the time
of ovulation (e.g., Gangestad & Thornhill, 2008; Pillsworth &
Haselton, 2006), this study suggests that there are corresponding shifts in psychological aversions designed to help women
avoid reproductive costs when fertile. This potential pattern
constitutes another promising area for future study. In general,
we hope this study sparks additional lines of research that take
into account the influence kinship has had on mate-choice systems as well as other facets of cognition and social behavior.
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